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by Liz Ro bb

Baked Dark Chocolate Cheesecake –
Perfect with Fresh Strawberries and
1

Cream!

Ingredients
For the base:
150g dark chocolate digestive biscuits
60g butter
For the cheesecake:
900g full fat soft cream cheese
150g golden caster sugar
280g good quality dark chocolate
30g cocoa
4 large eggs
For the topping:
140g good quality dark chocolate
130ml whipping cream
Se rvings
14
Pe rson

Preparation
1

Preheat the oven to 170 degrees or 150 degrees fan oven.

2

Grease the bottom of a 20cm loose bottomed circular cake tin and line with baking
parchment. Wrap the outside of the whole cake tin with a double layer of tinfoil.

3

Break up then crush the chocolate digestive biscuits and place them in a bowl. Cut the
butter into pieces, melt it and then mix it well with the crushed biscuits.

4

Tip into the bottom of the tin and then press down in a thin layer to cover the base of
the tin. Bake for just 10 minutes - it will still feel soft but firm up when cooled - and leave
to cool on a wire rack.
2

5

In a large bowl, combine the cream cheese and the sugar until really smooth.

6

Break the chocolate into small pieces and melt in a pyrex bowl over, but not touching,
simmering water in a saucepan. Gradually pour it into the cheese and sugar mixture
and stir well until combined. Sprinkle in the cocoa and stir in well too.

7

Whisk the eggs together in a separate bowl and then gradually add to the mixture,
beating in well as you do so. until everything is really well combined. Pour the mixture
into the prepared tin.

8

Place the cheesecake tin into a slightly larger roasting tin and pour 2-3 centimetres of
boiling water into the larger tin. Bake for 60-65 minutes, or until the middle is set.

9

Take off the foil, cool on a wire rack for 10 minutes and then quickly run a knife around
the edge of the cheesecake. Chill overnight, or at least for several hours, once it has
cooled for long enough to be put in the fridge.

10 Carefully remove the chilled cheesecake from the tin and make the topping.
11

Chop the chocolate into small pieces and place in a bowl. In a small saucepan, gently
heat the cream until it is just about to boil, then pour it over the chocolate, stirring as
you do so. Whisk as it cools until smooth and the desired consistency.

12 Starting from the centre, spread the topping onto the cheesecake until it covers
smoothly almost to the edge. Chill again for an hour or so, to set the topping before
serving.

Cooks Note

You can add chocolate curls, grated chocolate etc. for decoration if you wish, but I think
it's already so rich and chocolatey that it doesn't really need it.
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